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Group Characterization: The work developed by PSG is characterized by methodological developments, substantive applications in genetics, 
environmental, management and industry, biomedical areas and education and promotion of Maths and Stats

Methodological with  statistical development    /   Statistical  development  driven  by  applications 

. Short-term visits of well known researchers   such 

as  A. Golan (Info-Metrics Institute, American Univ.), 

M. Vichi (Sapienza Univ. Rome), B. McCabe (Univ. 

Liverpool), J. Raymackers (KU Leuven), E. Ciavolino 

(Univ Salento), J. Husler (Univ. Bern) , B. Mizinskias 

(Univ. Wroclaw), resulting in collaborative work.

. Close collaborations have been established with 

J.R. Pardinas (Univ Vigo),  C. Weiss (Univ. 

Hamburg), P. Galindo (Univ. Salamanca), A. Alonso 

(Univ Carlos III).

. Visits  to research centers and Universities of 

Hamburg,  Weimar, Liverpool, Vigo, Salamanca, 

Carlos III, Bern, Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)-

Pittsburgh, among others.

Applications  in  health  sciences,  economics,   clinical  research ,   industry 
and  social  sciences

Promotion of Maths, Statistics, Education 

. Collaborative projects with industry, medicine and clinical 
research groups.

. Supervision of MSc thesis within industrial projects

. Members are involved in Academic Societies, particularly  in 
Boards of Portuguese Statistics Society and of the 
Federation of the European  National Statistics Societies

. Promotion of Maths and Statistics in elementary, middle and 
high schools

. Annual workshop of PSG – Interdisciplinarity and Applications

. Members are regularly giving invited talks in specialized 
sessions

. Annual Workshop on Maximum Entropy and its Applications

Current  Research  Topics:

. Dynamic factor state space models for multivariate 
discrete valued time series

. Analysis of truncated and censored time series

. Development of a Kalman type algorithm to reduce the 
bias  of state space model estimates

. Variable selection and large scale data analysis with 
normalized entropy

. Multivariate analysis and genomics: data visualization, 
analysis of compositional data; data dimensionality 
reduction

International Collaborations:

Exterior  Visibility: 

. Summer Schools for children (ages 9 - 10) at 

the university of Aveiro

. Mathematical Circus project

. Professional development  courses for 

mathematics teachers of all  levels.

. Workshops for teachers  and students in other 

institutions.

. Experiences using wikis and educational videos 

in higher education.

Research  Topics: 

This work investigates outlier detection and modelling in non Gaussian autoregressive time series models with margins in the class of a

convolution closed parametric family. This framework allows for a wide variety of models for count and positive data types. The paper

investigates additive outliers which do not enter the dynamics of the process but whose presence may adversely influence statistical

inference based on the data. The Bayesian approach proposed here allows one to estimate, at each time point, the probability of an outlier

occurrence and its corresponding size thus identifying the observations that require further investigation. The methodology is illustrated

using simulated and observed data sets.

This article intends to compute agriculture technical efficiency scores of 27 European
countries during the period 2005–2012, using both data envelopment analysis (DEA) and
stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) with a generalized cross-entropy (GCE) approach, for
comparison purposes. Afterwards, by using the scores as dependent variable, we apply
quantile regressions using a set of possible influencing variables within the agricultural
sector able to explain technical efficiency scores. Results allow us to conclude that although
DEA and SFA are quite distinguishable methodologies, and despite attained results are
different in terms of technical efficiency scores, both are able to identify analogously the
worst and better countries. They also suggest that it is important to include resources
productivity and subsidies in determining technical efficiency due to its positive and
significant exerted influence.


